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Aurora

I am a scientist and photographer living
in the Washington DC area. Early on, I
was mainly a landscape and wildlife
photographer. As an outdoor
photographer, I was fortunate enough to
travel to many countries on six
continents and capture many unique and
beautiful moments. In the past two
years, I have become passionate about
portrait photography capturing the spirit
and essence of people. Being a scientist,
I love experimenting with my
photography whatever the genre.

I was fortunate enough to work with the
amazingly talented Aurora. Aurora is 16
years old. She is passionate about
acting, dancing, music, modeling, and
horseback riding. The arts industry had
an immense impact on her growing up.
She aspires to be an artist when she
grows up and build a career there. She
loves helping people and hopes one day,
her work will instill as much joy in
people as it gives her in participating in
the arts industry.

During our photo shoot, we kept on
discussing and experimenting during the
photo shoot. She helped me test my
home studio environment and
experiment with off-the-camera flashes.
I am so glad to have worked with her and
looking forward to working with her
again in near future.

Photographers Credits:

Website: https://
arindamdasguptaphotography.com/

Instagram: https://instagram.com/
dasguptaa2005

Instagram: https://instagram.com/
portraitsadg

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
dasguptaa2005

Photographers Credits: Arindam
Dasgupta Photography
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Dahlia
Fontanilla

Dahlia “The Firecracker” Fontanilla is currently 7
years old and has been training in Brazilian
Jiujitsu since the age of 5 (and a half) and in MMA
since the beginning of 2022. She currently holds
the rank of GREY belt and trains at RAW MMA in
Jacksonville, NC under the Flavio Behring
Affiliation. She used to spend her days watching
her older brother, Kenny “G6” Fontanilla, on the
mats and one day she decided to join him. She
was a natural and caught along quickly, according
to her coach, Chino Duarte. Dahlia has competed
in several jiujitsu tournaments such as Newbreed,

NAGA, Fuji, CXBJJ and Chickjitsu and has been
awarded with many medals. She is also a
Chickjitsu ambassador and loves to spread her
love of jiujitsu, to inspire other girls and women to
get on the mats and train! She loves to learn
submission techniques and her favorite
submission is a rear naked choke. She would love
to earn her black belt one day and possibly fight
as a professional in Mixed Martial Arts. Please give
Dahlia a follow on her Instagram
@fightin.fontis.bjj to keep up with her martial arts
journey!
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Ecaterina
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Actually my dream
was to become a
singer or a model,
two companies in
my country called
me to start
modeling but i don’t
know why I refused:)

Ecaterina
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Kenneth
Fontanilla

Kenneth “Kenny G6” Fontanilla has been training
in martial arts since he was 7 years old. He has
done karate, Brazilian jiu-jitsu and mixed martial
arts. His primary focus is in BJJ and currently holds
the rank of GREY Belt at RAW MMA in Jacksonville,
NC under the Flavio Behring affiliation. He has
competed in numerous tournaments such as
Newbreed, NAGA, Fuji and CXBJJ and receiving
many medals. In his free time, he enjoys playing
video games, reading, playing with his dogs,
learning how to cook and hanging out with his
friends. In addition to sports, he is a fantastic

student as he maintains a 4.0 GPA and received
recognition as his school’s spelling bee champion
as well as the multiplication bee champion. He
has travelled to different countries such as Korea,
Thailand and Mexico and has even lived in Japan!
His goal in jiujitsu is to get better at jiujitsu,
achieve the rank of black belt one day and maybe
one day open his own jiujitsu academy. Please
give Kenny a follow on his Instagram
@fightin.fontis.bjj to keep up with his martial arts
journey!
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Kenneth
Fontanilla
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Kenneth
Fontanilla
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Lauren
Hope
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Lauren
Hope

I’m a young single mother attempting
to learn as much as I can about art, and
the world around me. I want to be the
best teacher I can be for my child and a
servant for others on their own
journeys to happiness.

Photographers Credits: Jason Usher
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Hello my name is Lexi

I am a 3 year old who absolutely loves modeling.
My modeling goals is to become on billboards,
cover of a wonderful magazine such as yours, to
be on TV. My achievements Is I have been in PPMC
modeling magazine 3 times as well as Je'Aimee

magazine which I was the cover Finalist. I was a
Face of July 2021 and I was in The Top 5 for Miss
Elegance pagaent 2022. I then joined an amazing
academy and the last pagaent I got Directors
Choice 2022. I love being on stage and love being
photographed. I love showing the world that kids
my age can be good and also to achieve.

Lexi
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Lexi
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Lucas
Adamopoulos
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Lucas
AdamopoulosMy dream is to be a professional football player , I

play for Diablos in Midget running back position .
I also would love to be one day on many stores
window displays and have contracts for CK ,
Armani and many popular brands . I always

challenge myself to be very good at everything I
achieve , wether is for sports or modeling .

Photographers Credits: Nathalie Sartisson
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MaKenzie
Taylor
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MaKenzie
Taylor

MaKenzie has been dancing since she was three
years old and competing since she was five. Her
favorite style of dance is ballet and lyrical. Her
favorite part of dance is attending conventions
where she gets to meet new people and learn new
styles of dance. This year she earned her first
junior title at Fly Dance Competition in Atlanta
GA. She is currently an ambassador for Fly Dance

Competition, an influencer for Dancespiration
designs clothing, and a crew member for Elevate
Dance Clothing. Her goals for the future are to be
a JV collective member for DMI and a Tiger Friday
Ambassador.

Photographers Credits: Kathrine Taylor (mom)
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MaKenzie
Taylor
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Regina
Popelka
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Regina
Popelka

My name is Henry Barcikowski
and I live just outside of
Chicago. My focus on
photography as a hobby has
had several peaks and valleys
throughout the years based on
life’s commitments. And only
in the past several years has

photography truly become a
passion and a passion that has
transitioned from wildlife to
now fashion. I hope you enjoy
my work.

Photographers Credits: Henry
Barcikowski
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Regina
Popelka
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Shibby
Reaux
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Shibby
Reaux

I am a chef, full time mom,
dinning manager, and caregiver. I
am cpr,first aid, bls, auto injector
and Qmap certified. I had dreams
to one day be on Broadway, walk
the runway, be published, or be
in big film. Now I dream of being
able to give my kids the home
they deserve and can make
memories in and to have an
amazing career either being a
chef or model.

Photographers Credits:
@ k a t y a n u n ez p h o t o g r a p h y
@ b l u e e c l i p s e p h o t o g ra p h y
@redrockphotography
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Photographie : Claude Dufresne
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